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A B S T R A C T   

Wildlife tourism (WT) is an important economic sector globally, which can sustain national and local economies. 
These activities have been reconceptualised as consumptive because of their impacts on the wildlife, and the 
problem of managing WT as a common-pool resource issue. We use an individual-based model to simulate the 
dynamics of a WT destination in different development phases. We then ask if any of the governance structures 
commonly proposed to solve common pool resource issues are appropriate to sustainably manage a WT desti-
nation during its development. The level of specialisation of tourists visiting a destination can influence both the 
exploitation of the wildlife and the socio-economic success of the industry, and no single governance structure 
leads to sustainability in every stage of a WT destination lifecycle. Given the dynamics of WT destinations, an 
adaptive governance framework is crucial to avoid wildlife depletion and economic failure of the industry.   

1. Introduction 

Nature recreation is becoming increasingly popular globally (Balm-
ford et al., 2009, 2015). Wildlife recreation is a type of nature recreation 
that involves interactions with wildlife. Wildlife watching activities 
were initially welcomed by conservation and environmental organisa-
tions as good sustainable alternative use of wildlife compared to other 
recreational activities such as fishing or hunting (Tisdell & Wilson, 
2002). However, in the last two decades, many studies have shown that 
wildlife watching can have behavioural and physiological impacts on 
the animals (Amo, L�opez, & Martín, 2006; Beale & Monaghan, 2004; 
Christiansen, Rasmussen, & Lusseau, 2013; Frid & Dill, 2002; Lusseau, 
2003; McClung, Seddon, Massaro, & Setiawan, 2004; Velando & 
Munilla, 2011), which can affect the individuals’ survival and repro-
ductive rates and result in population-level consequences (Bejder et al., 
2006; Christiansen & Lusseau, 2015; McClung et al., 2004; Pirotta, New, 
Harwood, & Lusseau, 2014; Watson, Bolton, & Monaghan, 2014). The 
subject literature reports cases of both successful and unsuccessful 
governance of nature tourism systems. When managed successfully, 
sustainable nature tourism can alleviate poverty (Ferraro & Hanauer, 
2014), stimulate development of infrastructure (Liu et al., 2012), create 

employment opportunities (Li, Jin, & Shi, 2018) and benefit wildlife 
conservation (R. C. Buckley, Castley, de Pegas, Mossaz, & Steven, 2012; 
Lindsey et al., 2014; Wilson, Hayward, & Wilson, 2017). However, when 
nature tourism systems fail it can lead to declines in wildlife population 
abundance (Lusseau & Bejder, 2007), reduced effectiveness of protected 
areas (Reed & Merenlender, 2008) and land-use conflicts with conse-
quences for local populations (Sirima & Backman, 2013; Xi, Zhao, Ge, & 
Kong, 2014). This has led to a reconceptualization of wildlife tourism as 
a consumptive activity (James E.S. Higham, Bejder, Allen, Corkeron, & 
Lusseau, 2016; Meletis & Campbell, 2007) and the problem of how to 
manage it sustainably as a common pool resource issue (Briassoulis, 
2002). 

Hardin’s (1968) paper introduced the concept of the “tragedy of the 
commons” to indicate the situation in which users of a common pool 
resource are trapped in a system of incentives that will encourage them 
to overexploit the resource and eventually collapse the socioecological 
system, unless the resource is managed by a central authority or under 
private property rights regimes. Since then, common pool resource 
research has documented cases of commons where users have been 
successful in self-organising and producing sustainable outcomes 
(Ostrom, 1990; Ostrom, Burger, Field, Norgaard, & Policansky, 1999; 
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Ostrom, Janssen, & Anderies, 2007). We also have numerous examples 
of attempts to sustainably govern the commons that have failed (Ache-
son, 2006). Different governance structures have been proposed to 
manage common pool resources: private property (Lindsey et al., 2014; 
Muir-Leresche & Nelson, 2000; Wilson et al., 2017), government control 
(Lovejoy, 2006; Mayer et al., 2018), community-based management and 
co-management (Conley & Moote, 2003; Lamers, van der Duim, van 
Wijk, Nthiga, & Visseren-Hamakers, 2014; Sheppard, Moehrenschlager, 
Mcpherson, & Mason, 2010). Often, these governance solutions are 
advocated as panaceas, a single solution to every commons. But com-
mons are complex systems and simple solutions are unlikely to be suc-
cessful (Ostrom et al., 2007). Moving beyond panaceas requires us to 
navigate each single case study to find a sustainable solution. 

Wildlife tourism and recreation systems can be described as made of 
four main components: the wildlife and the habitat, the tourists, the 
businesses that make up the tourism offer and the institutions and rules 
regulating the system. These subsystems are relatively separable, but 
interact in complex ways to produce outcomes at the system level, which 
then produce feedback that influences the individual subsystems 
(Ostrom, 2009). A number of variables have been identified as impor-
tant to determine the outcomes of socioecological systems (Ostrom, 
2009), such as the size and location of the resource system (the desti-
nation), the number and growth rate of the resource units (the wildlife) 
and the socioeconomic attributes of the users (tourists and tour opera-
tors). Measuring these variables in real systems provides insights into 
the social, economic and environmental outcomes of socioecological 
systems. Wildlife recreation destinations are dynamic, and, as the 
destination develops, it experiences substantial changes in these system 
properties that are important in determining if sustainability will be 
achieved (Ostrom, 2009). As a consequence, governance structures that 
used to be successful might eventually become inappropriate (Partelow 
& Nelson, 2018). Nearly 30 years ago, Duffus and Dearden published 
their conceptual model of non-consumptive wildlife-oriented recreation 
(Duffus & Dearden, 1990), a framework that brought together Butler’s 
tourism area lifecycle (Butler, 1980), Bryan’s tourist specialisation 
continuum (Bryan, 1977) and the concept of Limits of Acceptable 
Change – LAC - (Stankey, McCool, & Stokes, 1984). The temporal dy-
namics of a wildlife tourism destination (Fig. 1) can be described by 
following the change in the number of tourists visiting it through time. 
First, the destination goes through an exploration phase, where mostly 
specialist tourists start discovering the area. This phase is followed by a 
development phase, characterised by an exponential growth in the 
number of tourists, infrastructure development at the destination and a 
shift in tourist typology from specialists to a mixture of specialists and 
generalists. The last phase of the wildlife tourism destination lifecycle is 
the consolidation phase, when the number of tourists (mostly general-
ists) plateaus. Together with these changes in the social and economic 
dynamics of the wildlife tourism destination, effects on the environment 
also occur as the number of tourists increases and specialist wildlife 
watchers are displaced by more generalist tourists, who require more 
infrastructure and place greater pressure on the environment. After the 
consolidation phase there are three possible trajectories for the wildlife 
recreation destination: i) the industry can collapse because of a decline 
in attractiveness due to overcrowding and environmental degradation; 
ii) a stagnation phase, where numbers of visitors remain the same; iii) a 
period of rejuvenation, where the industry changes dramatically 
allowing a second period of growth (Catlin, Jones, & Jones, 2011; Duffus 
& Dearden, 1990). Since the publication of this conceptual framework, 
empirical research has attempted to identify the three stages of devel-
opment in real tourism case studies and understand how to best manage 
the destination to minimise permanent effects on the environment and 
avoid the collapse of the tourism area (Catlin et al., 2011). However, 
management usually lags behind development and it is likely to inter-
vene only after these effects have started to become obvious (Higham, 
2007), and at that point some irreversible consequences might have 
already started to appear. An ultimate goal is to develop a mechanism to 

set up institutions and governance structures during the destination’s 
initial phase that can ensure tourism remains sustainable by either 
avoiding collapse, or finding a stable state in which the destination can 
remain economically viable without damaging its social and environ-
mental capitals. 

Here we aim to investigate the institutions and governance structures 
that can result in socioeconomically and ecologically sustainable wild-
life recreation operations at different stages of the tourism destination 
life cycle. We define a destination as an area where a number of wildlife 
watching operations exploit the same wildlife population (Center for 
Responsible Travel, 2014; Hughes, 2001; Semeniuk, Haider, Cooper, & 
Rothley, 2010). We build an individual based model (DeAngelis & 
Mooij, 2005) to simulate a generic wildlife watching destination (Fig. 2), 
with tourists, tour operators and wildlife agents (Pirotta & Lusseau, 
2015) with the aim to determine how changes in the characteristics of 
tourists, their phenotype thereafter, can influence the sustainability of 
the destination. Individual-based models are a useful framework to 
study complex systems as they can show how system level properties 
emerge from the adaptive behaviour of individuals as well as how the 
system affects individuals (Railsback, 2001). As we saw, tourist 
phenotype changes drastically during the life cycle of a destination, yet 
the effect of these changes in customer phenotype on socioecological 
sustainability is largely unknown. We test how different tourists’ char-
acteristics and tourism volume trends influence the economic and 
ecological dynamics of a wildlife watching socioecological system and 
which governance structure is more likely to achieve a viable industry 
and the persistence of the targeted wildlife population. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Overview 

The model has three main entities: the tourists, the tour operators 
and the wildlife (Fig. 2). We tested four different governance scenarios: 
voluntary code of conduct, licensing, user group governance and co- 
management. For each of these scenarios we simulated socioeconomic 

Fig. 1. The wildlife tourism destination lifecycle. During the development of 
the destination the level of specialisation of the tourists changes and the 
destination crosses three thresholds of Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC). 
Adapted from Duffus and Dearden (1990). 
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and ecological dynamics of the wildlife tourism destination, varying two 
parameters: type of tourists (3 values: mostly specialists, mostly gener-
alists and mixed) and trend in demand (3 values: increasing, decreasing 
and stable number of tourists). 

At the beginning of every year, the maximum amount of time spent 
with animals above which there starts to be a relevant effect on the 
population is calculated together with the probability of encountering 
the animals (Pirotta & Lusseau, 2015). From this maximum amount of 
time that the animals can sustainably spend with the operators, indi-
vidual “time quotas” are calculated for each operator by dividing the 
total time equally between the active operators. Every year a population 
of tourists is initialised, from which every day a number of tourists is 
sampled. These tourists will try to book a tour with a tour operator on 
that day. The operators run one tour per day and they only run the tour if 
they received enough bookings to cover all the costs of running the tour. 
For the operators that will run a tour on that day, the model stochasti-
cally determines how many encounters with the animals they will have 
and how long they will last. If the cumulative encounter time during a 
tour is higher than the maximum time allowed per tour, the operator 
makes the decision whether to cooperate and only spend the time they 
are allowed with the animals, or to defect and spend all the time that is 
available with the animals. At the end of the tour the model calculates 
how satisfied the tourists are with their tour. The tour operators will 
then update their rating using the mean of their daily tourist satisfaction. 
In some scenarios tour operators can trade their wildlife time allowance 
(tradeable wildlife allowance – TWA). When a tour operator at the end 
of the day has spent all the time they were allowed with the animals, 
they will try to buy some extra TWA from tour operators that did not 
spend much of their allowed time. This is repeated for 365 days every 
year. 

At the end of the year, in some scenarios, tour operators defecting 
from the rules set by the governance structure face the possibility of 
being fined. If a defecting tour operator is detected, 1000 money units 
are subtracted from their profits. At the end of the year the tour oper-
ators also decide on investments for the next year. The operators can 
make two types of investments: infrastructure or services. Tour 

operators also update their tour ticket price as a function of the demand: 
supply ratio. If a tour operator’s profits have been 0 for the past 3 years 
the operator retires. New tour operators can start every year or every 6 
years, depending on the governance scenario, and the tour operators or 
other governance institutions are responsible to decide whether new 
operators can start or not. At the end of every year, the cumulative effect 
of the tourism activities on the wildlife population is calculated. 

We ran 5 simulations per combination of parameters (9 � 5 per 
governance scenario). The time horizon of the model is 50 years and the 
time step is one day. At the end of every year we collected simulation 
results on the effect of the tourism activity on the wildlife, the income of 
the tour operators as well as their decisions (both investments and 
defection). We also retained the volume of tourists carried by the 
destination (the number of bookings made), the tour ticket prices and 
the rating scores of the tour operators. 

In the following sections we describe the different components of the 
model in more detail. We describe the model following the ODD protocol 
(Grimm et al., 2010) in Supplementary text. 

2.2. Governance scenarios 

Property is mainly considered as owned and affected by private in-
dividuals, communities or governments (Acheson, 2006; Hoffmann, 
2013). Using this basic principle we design the model to test four 
different property rights regimes (Mancini, Coghill, & Lusseau, 2017) 
and their ability to sustainably manage a wildlife watching tourism 
system in every stage of Duffus and Dearden’s conceptual framework 
(Duffus & Dearden, 1990). The first scenario describes a situation where 
property rights are not assigned, an open access regime where only a 
voluntary code of conduct is implemented. The second scenario simu-
lates a top-down management of the wildlife tourism industry, where 
the government has property rights over the wildlife (or natural area) 
and releases licences to a number of tour operators. In the third scenario, 
property rights are shared between the tour operators in a community 
management scenario, where the users take responsibility to manage the 
resource. In the last scenario we simulate a co-management governance 

Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of the individual based model. Hexagons represents the main entities in the model and dashed lines represent their relationships. The 
diagram is a representation of the structure of the model, which in turn is only a simplification of a tourism socioecological systems. 
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structure, where the tour operators still retain property rights but 
delegate the monitoring and enforcement of regulations to an external 
party, which could be either the government or an external private 
agency. 

Independently of the governance scenario, part of the management 
process is the estimation of the maximum amount of time that tour 
operators can spend with the wildlife without having an impact of the 
population. This is estimated based on the effect that tourism had on the 
wildlife in the previous year: 

maxy¼ maxy� 1 *
�
1:01 � effectyy� 1

�
(1)  

where maxy-1 is the maximum time that was allowed with the wildlife 
the previous year, effecty-1 is the effect tourism had on the growth rate of 
the population the previous year and 1.01 is the growth rate of the 
wildlife population (1% per annum, a typical growth rate for slow 
reproducing, long-lived species which are typically the focus of wildlife 
tourism). 

In the next sections we introduce each scenario separately, high-
lighting the differences and similarities between them. 

Code of conduct – This is the base scenario. In this governance 
structure tourism activities are not regulated and the only management 
tool used is a voluntary code of conduct, which suggests that the oper-
ators should spend a maximum of 10 min per encounter with the ani-
mals. We assume that all tour operators respect this code of conduct and 
we use this assumption in all the scenarios. Every year a new tour 
operator can start in the destination, with a probability given by the 
ratio between the demand (number of total bookings) and the supply 
(the combined capacity of all tour operators). 

Licensing – In this scenario, tour operators need to obtain a license 
from the government to be able to use the wildlife. The government is in 
charge of calculating how much time the operators should be allowed to 
spend with the animals, and a fine is implemented for tour operators 
who defect. The fine is equal to 1000 money units and is enforced with a 
probability of detecting defectors of 0.5. This low probability reflects a 
high uncertainty in the monitoring process carried out by a central au-
thority (Acheson, 2006). Every 6 years (EEC Council Directive, 1992), 
the government reviews the number of licenses released and decides if 
one new company can start to operate, according to how much time was 
spent with the wildlife during the last year. If the time that the existing 
operators have spent with the animals in the past year is less than the 
maximum time allowed by an amount that is equal or greater than the 
average time spent with the animals by an operator in that year then a 
new operator is allowed to start. 

User group – In this scenario tour operators calculate the maximum 
amount of time they can sustainably spend with the wildlife and the 
effect their operations are having on the population. They own this 
quota of time with the animals (TWA) and they can trade it with the 
other operators. At the end of every day if a tour operator has used most 
of their TWA they will try to buy more time from those tour operators 
that have spent less than a third of their allowance, who, in turn, sell all 
the TWA they did not spend with the animals. The TWA sold by the tour 
operators is then distributed among the tour operators that want to buy 
extra time. The next day the tour operators who bought some TWA will 
have extra time to spend with the animals, while those who sold their 
TWA will have less time. The cost per minute with animals is 2 money 
units. Every 6 years (EEC Council Directive, 1992), the current tour 
operators decide if a new operator can start. Every operator gets a vote, 
which is a binomial draw with a probability given by an operator’s own 
demand:supply ratio. Only if all tour operators agree a new operator is 
allowed to start. 

Co-management – In this governance scenario, powers and re-
sponsibilities are shared between the operators and another entity, 
which can be either the government, an organisation or an environ-
mental agency. The management authority, funded by the tour opera-
tors (1.8 money units per minute of tour), monitors the wildlife by 

calculating the maximum time allowed with the wildlife every year and 
the effect of the tourism activities on the population. This entity also 
enforces fines for defecting tour operators in the same way as in the 
licensing scenario. However, their probability of detecting defectors is 
higher (0.7; Pirotta & Lusseau, 2015). When a new operator wants to 
start, every 6 years, all the actors in the governance institutions need to 
agree. Access to the resource is granted to a new operator only when the 
population is not overexploited (same criterion as in the licensing) and 
all tour operators agree (same as in previous scenario). As in the user 
group scenario, the operators can trade the TWA. 

2.3. Tourists 

Every year a new annual population of 1 million tourists is ini-
tialised. We set up different populations of tourists that represent the 
different stages of the wildlife tourism destination life cycle (Fig. 1; 
Duffus & Dearden, 1990): a population of mainly specialist tourists, one 
of mainly generalists and one made up of both. Specialist tourists tend to 
be more knowledgeable about the wildlife species and the ecological 
system they are visiting, less reliant on infrastructure and generally 
willing to pay more money to access a high quality product (Bryan, 
1977; Pabel & Coghlan, 2011). Specialist tourists usually have previous 
wildlife watching experience, they can be highly skilled and carry spe-
cialised equipment (Bryan, 1977; Lemelin, Fennell, & Smale, 2008). 
Generalist tourists, on the other hand, are less focused on the wildlife 
and more on the overall experience of the destination (Bryan, 1977; 
Catlin et al., 2011; Duffus & Dearden, 1990). They consider other as-
pects important in their destination or tour choices such as quality of 
service and presence of amenities. They are generally less knowledge-
able or experienced and show a lower per capita expenditure (Catlin, 
Jones, Norman, & Wood, 2010; Jones, Wood, Catlin, & Norman, 2009). 

In our simulations, every tourist has a maximum budget, which is 
taken from three normal distributions representing three socio- 
economic statuses. High income tourists (10% of the total population) 
are assigned a maximum price taken from a normal distribution with a 
mean of 60 and a SD of 1.30% of the tourists belong to the middle in-
come class and are assigned a maximum price from a normal distribu-
tion with a mean of 45 and a SD of 3.5, while the normal distribution 
describing the maximum price of low income tourists has a mean of 30 
and a SD of 1.5. This was based on an average price of around US$ 30 per 
hour (Buckley, 2007; Mayer et al., 2018; Sekercioglu, 2002), assuming 
that the budget of high-income tourists would be around twice the 
average price of a ticket and the budget of middle and low income 
tourists be slightly higher than and just equal the average price 
respectively. Every tourist is also assigned a minimum rating (on a scale 
from 0 to 5) for a wildlife tour that they are willing to pay for, and this 
represents their level of specialisation. The minimum rating for each 
tourist is one of the parameters tested in the different simulations. It is a 
number between 0 and 1 taken from 3 beta distributions and multiplied 
by 5 so that a number between 0 and 5 is returned: 

βð0:8; 3Þ βð3; 0:8Þ βð1:9; 1:9Þ

These three distributions simulate generalist tourists (minimum tour 
rating generalist tourists are willing to pay for between 0 and 1), 
specialist tourists (minimum rating between 4 and 5) and a mix between 
the two (minimum rating between 2 and 3 - Fig. S1). 

Every day a number of tourists is sampled from the yearly population 
of tourists through independent binomial draws. Initially every tourist 
has the same probability of being sampled (0.5); if a tourist has tried to 
book a tour more than once they are more likely to be sampled (1), while 
once they go on a tour they are less likely to be sampled the following 
days (0.1). The daily number of tourists that are sampled from the year 
population is taken from a normal distribution with a SD of 10 and a 
mean that changes with season and year (Fig. S2): 
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μtourists ¼ μ0 þ year*day � season*cos
�

2*
π

365
*dayofyear

�
(2)  

where μ0 ¼ 200, year (the annual trend and one of the parameters tested) 
is either � 0.005, 0 or 0.005, day is the day of the simulation (from 1 to 
years*365), and dayofyear is the day of the year (from 1 to 365). season is 
the seasonal effect, which is taken from a normal distribution with a 
mean (μseason) of 50 and a SD (σseason) of 10. The seasonal effect simulates 
the seasonality in the number of tourists visiting a tourism destination 
(here parameterised on a dolphin watching destination in Scotland 
Davis, Pita, Lusseau, & Hunter, 2010) and the year effect simulates 
different trends in tourism demand: increasing (year ¼ 0.005; explora-
tion and development phase), stable (year ¼ 0; consolidation and stag-
nation phase) and decreasing (year ¼ � 0.005; industry collapse). 

Every day tourists try to book a wildlife watching tour with their 
preferred tour operator, according to their maximum price and mini-
mum rating. Every tourist selects a set of tour operators that are within 
their budget and rank them according to the rating, then they will try to 
book with their preferred operator (the tour with the highest rating 
within their budget; Gavilan, Avello, & Martinez-Navarro, 2018; Ye, 
Law, & Gu, 2009). If the tour is fully booked, they will try to book with 
the second preferred and so on until they either book a tour or run out of 
tours above their minimum rating. 

After the tour, each tourist estimates their satisfaction with the tour. 
Different drivers of tourists’ satisfaction with wildlife watching tours 
have been identified in empirical studies, for example interactions with 
wildlife, satisfaction with prices charged, interpretation services and 
facilities provided (Mutanga, Vengesayi, Chikuta, Muboko, & Gandiwa, 
2017; Okello & Yerian, 2009). Therefore, we implement 5 components 
to tourist satisfaction: time spent with the animals, price of the tour, how 
long they had to wait before booking (an indication of crowding), op-
erator’s investment in services (for example guides, interpretation ma-
terial, equipment etc.) and an unassigned satisfaction point which 
reflects individual differences in tourists. The first 4 components of 
satisfaction are all sigmoid functions: 

Satisfactiontime ¼ 1þ
ð0:01 � 1Þ

0

B
@1 þ e

�

ltime *

��
timewithanimals

tourtime

�

� itime

��1

C
A

(3)  

Satisfactionprice¼ 1þ
ð0:5 � 1Þ

0

B
@1 þ e

�

� lprice *

�
ðprice=max priceÞ
ðrating=max ratingÞ � iprice

��1

C
A

(4)  

Satisfactionwaiting¼ 1þ
ð0:01 � 1Þ

0

@1 þ e

�

� lwaiting *

��
waiting

365

�

� iwaiting

��
1

A

(5)  

Satisfactionservice¼ 1þ
ð0:01 � 1Þ

0

B
@1 þ e

�

� lservice *

��

investment
max investment

�

� iservice

��1

C
A

(6) 

The functions were parameterised by visually inspecting the output. 
Satisfactiontime was parameterised to be 1 when 45% of the tour was 
spent with the animals, with a slope (ltime) of 15 and an inflection point 
(itime) of 0.3. Satisfactionprice was calculated so that tourists were more 
satisfied when the price-quality ratio was lower in comparison to other 
operators, with a slope (lprice) of 15 and an inflection point (iprice) of 0.7. 
Satisfactionwaiting was a function of the proportion of the year the tourist 
had to wait to successfully book a tour (lwaiting ¼ 60 and iwaiting ¼ 0.1). 
The satisfaction for services offered by the operator (Satisfactionservice) 
was in comparison to those offered by the other operators with a slope 

(lservice) of 10 and an inflection point (iservice) of 0.3. The random satis-
faction component was a binomial draw with a probability equal to the 
other satisfaction components multiplied. 

2.4. Tour operators 

The model is initialised with 10 tour operators. The price of the tours 
offered by each operator is taken from a normal distribution with a mean 
of 30 and a SD of 1. They all start with an average rating of 3 and a 
capacity (number of tourists per tour) taken from a uniform distribution 
between 10 and 30. The tour operators are also assigned a behavioural 
phenotype that will determine their behavioural strategy when con-
fronted with the choice of cooperating vs defecting. When modelling the 
behaviour of natural resource users, it is commonly assumed that they 
will make rational decisions driven by cost-benefit considerations. 
However, when faced with dyadic games such as prisoner dilemma, 
people’s decisions follow four consistent behavioural phenotypes 
(Poncela-Casasnovas et al., 2016): optimist, pessimist, trustful and 
envious, while a small percentage shows undefined behaviour. Optimist 
individuals try to maximise the maximum pay-off by cooperating only in 
situations where the benefit of defecting when the others cooperate is 
less than the benefit of cooperating when the others cooperate. Pessimist 
individuals cooperate only when the payoff of cooperating when others 
defect is less than the payoff of defecting when the others defect, thus 
ensuring a best worst-case scenario. Envious individuals try to prevent 
the other users from receiving more payoffs than themselves, by only 
cooperating when the payoff from cooperating when the others defect is 
greater than or equals the payoff from defecting when the others 
cooperate. Trustful agents always cooperate, while undefined agents 
cooperate randomly with a probability of 0.5. We incorporate this 
principle and the behavioural phenotypes when modelling tour opera-
tors’ choices of following or breaking regulations on the maximum time 
allowed with the animals. The behavioural phenotype are randomly 
assigned by sampling from a population of 17% trustful, 20% optimist, 
21% pessimist, 30% envious and 12% undefined individuals, as calcu-
lated in the original study (Poncela-Casasnovas et al., 2016). 

All the tour operators that receive enough bookings to cover all the 
costs of the tour (1.5 money unit per minute of tour) will run a tour on 
that day. Every tour lasts 90 min. We assume that all tour operators 
respect a voluntary code of conduct, which recommends a maximum of 
10 min per encounter, and we assume a maximum of 5 encounters per 
tour. The time that they can potentially spend with the animals is then 
calculated as the sum of 5 binomial draws with probability equal to the 
probability of encounter multiplied by 5 random values taken from a 
truncated exponential distribution between 1 and 10. 

If the time calculated is higher than the maximum time allowed, in 
the licensing and co-management scenarios, the tour operator needs to 
choose whether to cooperate and only spend the time they are allowed 
with the animals, or to defect and spend all the time that is available 
with the animals. The choice is made using a matrix of payoffs and the 
operator’s phenotype. There are four possible situations and payoffs that 
make up the payoff matrix: the tour operator cooperates while the others 
also cooperate (R), the tour operator defects while the others cooperate 
(T), the tour operator cooperates while the others defect (S) and the tour 
operator defects while the others also defect (P). 

C D
C R S
D T P 

The payoffs are calculated based on the hypothetical income the tour 
operator would make by attracting more tourists in case of defection 
(because satisfaction increases with time spent with animals), the 
competitive advantage or disadvantage given by defecting while the 
others cooperate and by cooperating while the others defect and, in the 
licensing and co-management scenarios, the possibility of a fine. 
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R¼ ticket * sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactioncoop

��
(7)  

T ¼ ticket*sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactiondefect

� �
þ�

ticket* sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactiondefect

��
�

ticket*sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactioncoop

���
�

fine*binomð1; detection probÞ

(8)  

S ¼ ticket*sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactioncoop

� �
þ�

ticket* sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactiondefect

��
�

ticket*sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactioncoop

��� (9)  

P ¼ ticket*sum
�
binom

�
capacity; tourist satisfactiondefect

��
�

fine*binomð1; detection probÞ (10)  

where ticket is the price of the tour; capacity is the tour operator’s 
maximum capacity; tourist satisfactiondefect is calculated from equation 
(3) where timewithanimals is the time spent with the wildlife in case of 
defection; tourist satisfactioncoop is also calculated from equation (3) but 
where timewithanimals is the time spent with the wildlife in case of coop-
eration; fine is the penalty for defecting and detection prob is the prob-
ability that a defecting tour operator will be caught and fined. 

The decision to cooperate or defect will depend on the payoff matrix 
and the agent’s behavioural phenotype: 

if phenotype¼ trustful ⇒ behaviour ¼ cooperate  

if phenotype¼ optimist AND S < R ⇒ behaviour ¼ cooperate  

if phenotype¼ pessimist AND T > P ⇒ behaviour ¼ cooperate  

if phenotype¼ envious AND S � T ⇒ behaviour ¼ cooperate  

if phenotype¼ undefined ⇒ behaviour
¼ sampleððdefect; cooperateÞ; prob¼ð0:5; 0:5ÞÞ

In any other instance the tour operator will defect. 
At the end of each year, tour operators make investment decisions. 

Tour operators can make two types of investments: infrastructure and 
services. The infrastructure investment will allow them to have more 
tourists on their tours, so increasing profits keeping costs the same; the 
service investment will increase tourist satisfaction, thus attracting more 
tourists. The probability of investing in services is a logistic function of 
the ratio between the operator’s rating in relation to the maximum 
rating of the other operators. 

pinvestment service ¼
1

1þ eð� lservice*ðrating = max ratingÞ� iserviceÞ
(11)  

where lservice ¼ 20 and iservice ¼ 0.75. It is parameterised so that when the 
rating is up to 0.7 of the maximum (e.g. on a scale from 1 to 5, a rating of 
3.5) the probability of investing is high, and it gets quickly smaller after 
reaching 3.75. The decision to invest is then a binomial draw based on 
this probability. The amount invested is a random proportion between 1 
and 100% of the available money, which is the profit for that year. 

The probability of investing in infrastructure is a logistic function of 
the proportion of the operator’s profit in relation to their own maximum 
profits. 

pinvestment infrastructure ¼
1

1þ eð� linfrastructure*ðprofit = max profit = 2Þ� iinfrastructureÞ
(12)  

where linfrastructure ¼ 30 and iinfrastructure ¼ 0.7. It is parameterised so that 
when the profit (profit) is up to 0.7 of the maximum (max_profit; a profit 
of 7000 over a maximum of 10000) the probability of investing is low 
and it gets quickly higher after reaching 7500. The decision to invest is 
then a binomial draw based on this probability. The amount invested is 
given by the amount of money available and the maximum number of 
extra tourists that the operator can afford. The price per extra tourist is 
given by the equivalent of two weeks of work at full capacity. 

Tour operators also update the price of their tour every year ac-
cording to the demand/supply ratio: 

ticketyþ1¼ tickety *
bookingsy

capacityy
(13)  

where tickety is the price of the tour in the previous year, bookingsy is the 
number of bookings made in the previous year and capacityy is the tour 
operator’s maximum capacity. 

2.5. Wildlife 

We model wildlife use as in Pirotta and Lusseau (2015). The wildlife 
has an annual growth rate of 1%, which is affected by tourism exposure. 
This effect is a sigmoid function of the time spent with the wildlife by all 
tour operators during the past year and the number of tourists on the 
tours. The time component is parameterised so that when the cumula-
tive time with the animals (withanimals) is less than the maximum time 
allowed (max) then the effect is 0, when the time is max þ 1/5 max, then 
the effect results in a 0.05 change in the probability of encounter. 
Beyond that, the effect increases towards the maximum, which is 0.1. 
The tourist volume component is parameterised so that when the 
number of tourists is less than 50% more than the initial number of 
tourists, the effect is 0, when the operators expand by more than 50% of 
the initial capacity the effect starts to increase towards the maximum, 
which is 0.1. 

effecty ¼ 0:1 þ
� 0:1

ð1 þ eðslopetime * ðwithanimals y � ðmaxyþ maxy = 5Þ
� þ

0:1 þ
� 0:1

0

B
@1 þ e

 

� slopecapacity*

 

capacity0
capacityy* 100 � 50

!! (14) 

The slopes of both effects are dependent on the population size since 
bigger populations show a slower response to disturbance because of 
decreased exposure per capita as abundance increases (Pirotta & Lus-
seau, 2015): 

slopetime¼
0:00025

maxy
�

100000
(15)  

slopecapacity¼
0:2

maxy
�

100000
(16) 

The probability of encountering animals in the area is a measure of 
the density of animals and population size. It changed every year ac-
cording to the tourism exposure in the previous year: 

encounter proby¼ encounter proby� 1 *
�
1:01 * effectyy� 1

�
(17)  

and it is initialised at 0.7. 

2.6. Software 

The model was implemented in R version 3.5.0 (R Core Team, 2018) 
using packages dplyr version 0.7.4 (Wickham, Francois, Henry, & 
Müller, 2017), RGeode version 0.1.0 (Rimella, 2017). Simulation runs 
were distributed for parallel computing using doParallel version 1.0.11 
(Microsoft Corporation & Weston, 2017a) and foreach version 1.4.4 
(Microsoft Corporation & Weston, 2017b) on a cluster with Bio-Linux OS 
(Kernal version (uname -r) ¼ “3.13.0–128-generic” VERSION ¼ "14.04.5 
LTS, Trusty Tahr"). 

3. Results 

We found that tourist phenotype influenced the socioeconomic and 
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ecological dynamics of the simulated wildlife tourism destination 
(Figs. 3 and 4). Under any governance scenario and with any trend in 
demand, a destination visited mainly by generalist tourists will have the 
highest number of tour operators still in business after 40 years (between 
6 and 17 – Fig. S3), while a destination dominated by specialist tourists 
will only have between 1 and 5 tour operators still in business after 40 
years (Fig. S3). This effect is reflected into the average time that tour 
operators stay in business (Fig. 3). Destinations with generalist tourists 
show an average of 10–50 years of business for tour operators, while 
destinations with specialist tourists have an average length of business 
of around 5 years (Fig. 3). In the code of conduct scenario we can still see 
the same pattern, but the difference in how long a company stays in 
operation between the different tourist phenotypes is smaller in this 
scenario. We also see a higher turnover rate of tour operators in the code 
of conduct scenario and licencing compared to the other governance 
systems (Fig. S4), with more new operators entering the market. The 
average length of business in the code of conduct scenario is lowered by 
this higher turnover rate of operators increasing competition. 

The volume of tourists per operator differs slightly between the 
different governance scenarios, but, once again, difference among 
tourist phenotypes was pronounced. Simulations with generalists and 
mixed tourists had more bookings compared to the specialists (Fig. 4). 
Simulations with the governance structures of co-management, user 

group and, to a lesser extent, licensing, had more bookings per tour 
operator on average (Fig. 4). This is a consequence of fewer tour oper-
ators in these governance scenarios compared to the code of conduct 
(Fig. S3). 

The difference in tour ticket price between the co-management sce-
nario and the other three (Fig. S5) is only due to the higher costs that 
tour operators have. In this governance structure tour operators directly 
fund the monitoring and management of the destination, therefore they 
keep prices higher to balance this extra cost. More interestingly, we find 
a difference in tour ticket price between simulations with specialist and 
generalist tourists, with prices slightly higher for specialist destinations 
than for generalist ones. It appears that, just as in real life, wildlife 
destinations with specialist tourists create a higher-quality product that 
tourists are more satisfied with (Fig. 5) and therefore willing to pay more 
for. 

The code of conduct scenario has the most impact on the wildlife, 
with the growth rate of the wildlife population decreased by 10% and 
the probability of encountering the animals collapsed to between 0.4 
and 0 (Fig. 6) by the end of the 50 years in a scenario where the number 
of generalist tourists increases. The licencing scenario can also result in 
overexploitation of the wildlife if the number of generalist visitors to the 
destination increases, but to a lesser degree compared to the code of 
conduct scenario, with a probability of encountering the wildlife still 

Fig. 3. Years tour operators remain in business. The points are the length of time (in years) that every single tour operator in the simulation was active. Violin plots 
show the distribution of the data, with the central dot representing the median. Rows are different governance scenarios and columns are different trends in tourism 
demand (� 0.005: decreasing; 0: stable; 0.005: increasing). 
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between 0.7 and 0.5 by the end of the simulations (Fig. 6). The other two 
governance structures, on the other hand, never lead to overexploitation 
(Fig. 6). 

4. Discussion 

Looking at the three dimensions of sustainability (social, economic 
and ecological), we can see that there is no clear winner among the 
governance strategies tested in these simulations (Fig. 7). Both code of 
conduct and licensing governance structures can lead to over-
exploitation when the number of generalist tourists is increasing and the 
other scenarios can lead to low profits and a very small number of tour 
operators remaining in the industry. The main driver of sustainability 
was the type of visitors to the destination. Mixed and specialist tourists 
never produce overexploitation because they demand higher quality 
experiences (Figs. 4 and 5), while generalist tourists lead to a different 
industry, characterised by high volume and low prices (Fig. 4 and 
Fig. S5). However, even in a generalist destination, overexploitation of 
the wildlife can be avoided with user-group and co-management 
governance structures, which will reduce the number of tour operators 
active in the destination to an acceptable level (around 10 – Fig. S3) and 
keep disturbance down to a sustainable degree (Figs. 6 and 7). On the 
other hand, when the destination is mainly visited by specialists or by 
mixed tourists, these governance structures usually lead to monopo-
lisation of the industry by two or three operators (Fig. 7 and Fig. S3). 

In the initial phase of development of a wildlife tourism destination, 
when most visitors are specialists who do not require much infrastruc-
ture development, are low in numbers and are willing to pay more for 
higher quality experiences, codes of conduct can be a successful strat-
egy. Up to 5 tour operators could successfully run their business without 
overexploiting the wildlife (Fig. 7). Even establishing a code of conduct 

that regulates the interactions between humans and wildlife is a process 
that requires collaboration and partnerships. Therefore, this could be a 
good tool to establish those institutions that will need to be in place for a 
successful change in governance structure later in the destination’s 
development. When the destination reaches the stage where specialist 
tourists have been replaced by generalists, a change in governance is 
needed. If the destination is still experiencing an increase in demand, 
more operators will enter the business creating a strong competition that 
will lead to unsustainable socioeconomic dynamics (e.g. very high 
turnover of tour operators due to competition driving many of them out 
of business; Fig. 3 and Fig. S4) and the overexploitation of the wildlife 
(Figs. 6 and 7). This stage of development requires a stricter definition of 
resource system boundaries and rules on who can use the resource 
(Ostrom, 2009). The licensing scheme introduces such rules, by only 
releasing new licences if the wildlife is not overexploited. However, 
because of the high uncertainty that is typical of monitoring by central 
authorities and the number of defectors (Fig. S6), this governance sys-
tem still does not prevent overexploitation of the wildlife in this stage of 
the destination development. The user group and co-management stra-
tegies introduce stricter rules on the access to the resource. In both the 
user group and the co-management governance scenario, new operators 
looking to start their business in the destination need the consent of all 
existing tour operators. In addition, in the co-management governance 
system the level of exploitation of the wildlife is also considered in the 
decision of allowing a new operator to start. This protects the wildlife 
when the number of tourists is high (Fig. 7). 

Often, these governance solutions are advocated as panaceas, a sin-
gle solution to every common pool resource issue (Armstrong & 
Sumaila, 2001; Hardin, 1968; Lovejoy, 2006). More recent work on 
socioecological systems and common pool resources have amply criti-
cised this idea that there can be a blue print for successful governance of 

Fig. 4. Volume of tourists per tour operator. The plots show the distributions of the number of bookings an operator receives in the last 10 years of the simulation 
across all replicates. Rows are different governance scenarios and columns are different trends in tourism demand (� 0.005: decreasing; 0: stable; 0.005: increasing). 
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these systems (Anderies, Rodriguez, Janssen, & Cifdaloz, 2007; Mein-
zen-Dick, 2007; Ostrom, 2007; Ostrom et al., 2007). Panaceas fail 
because every commons is different: the ecology of the resource 
exploited, the socioeconomic and behavioural characteristics of the 
users, the size and dynamics of the resource system, all matter to 
determine the outcomes of a socioecological system (Ostrom, 2009). 
Applying one solution to a multitude of problems will inevitably fail 
multiple times (Acheson, 2006). Given the dynamics of a wildlife 
tourism destination as it matures (Duffus & Dearden, 1990) and the 
inability of any single governance structure to maintain sustainability in 
every phase of this tourism life cycle (Fig. 7), the best option is to adopt 
an adaptive governance approach. Importantly, it also means that this 
adaptive governance must include the monitoring of tourist phenotype 
to qualify the destination phase. 

Robust governance of natural resources needs to be prepared for 
change (Dietz, Ostrom, & Stern, 2003), because the current state of 
knowledge is likely incomplete and the biophysical and social systems 
that constitute the commons can change very quickly. Dietz and col-
leagues introduced the concept of adaptive governance in 2003 (Dietz 
et al., 2003), and, since then, its use has steadily increased (Hasselman, 
2017). It refers to the establishing of flexible and learning-based col-
laborations and decision-making processes involving different stake-
holders at multiple levels, with the goal to adaptively negotiate and 
coordinate the management of socioecological systems (Schultz, Folke, 
€Osterblom, & Olsson, 2015). Adaptive governance provides the context 
and the coordination for choosing the best management tool from a 
toolbox (quotas, regulations etc.), and to adapt them as the 

socioecological system evolves. Adaptive governance can evolve from 
the beginning, thanks to strong social networks of users (Partelow & 
Nelson, 2018). In most cases, adaptive governance started from a 
moment of crisis and involved a mental shift, which reframed 
human-nature relationships by building trust and shared knowledge, 
and by connecting networks of stakeholders (Olsson, Folke, & Hahn, 
2004; Olsson, Folke, & Hughes, 2008); in addition, using the knowledge 
and expertise from the different actors involved, it extended the classical 
toolbox of management solutions, including a series of informal gover-
nance tools (Schultz et al., 2015). We know what the trajectory of a 
wildlife tourism destination will be (Duffus & Dearden, 1990), what we 
do not know is when the phase shifts are going to happen and what the 
magnitude of the changes will be. As with any complex adaptive system, 
these state shifts are dependent on both internalities and externalities. 
However, by putting in place the mechanisms that allow for the emer-
gence of adaptive governance from the early stages of development, we 
could avoid crises and allow for the development of institutions that can 
adapt to change and keep the destination sustainable. This requires so-
cial relationships between the operators, the creation of organisations 
that include all the key stakeholders and that will create trust and shared 
knowledge on the system across all the actors, a collaboration across 
sectors and institutional levels, the creation of flexible, adaptable rules 
and management tools (e.g. ecosystem-based management; Grumbine, 
1994) and the willingness to embrace institutional change (Schultz 
et al., 2015). Monitoring of the system to detect early signs of change is 
crucial to anticipate crises and prepare for change. While tourism in 
some national parks and protected areas is well monitored and there are 

Fig. 5. Tour operators rating. The plots show the distributions of the average rating received by the tour operators in the last 10 years of the simulations across all 
replicates. Rows are different governance scenarios and columns are different trends in tourism demand (� 0.005: decreasing; 0: stable; 0.005: increasing). 
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already governance structures in place, much wildlife tourism happens 
outside these areas, and unless there is a national or international 
strategy for wildlife tourism management, these areas will not be 
monitored and problems will only be detected when impacts have 
already occurred (Higham, 2007). Moreover, in many cases there will be 
no governance structures or partnerships to build on, and the process of 
developing the capacity for adaptive governance will have to start from 
scratch. Monitoring tourist phenotype around the world, using social 
media sampling (Mancini, Coghill, & Lusseau, 2018), may be a useful 
and efficient way to detect early warning signals that the state of des-
tinations may be changing. 

5. Limitations 

As any model, the simulations presented in this study represent a 
simplified version of a real wildlife tourism system. From this simplifi-
cation a number of limitations arise that need to be acknowledged and 
discussed. 

Many components of real wildlife tourism systems have not been 
addressed in this study. We did not consider the impact of differences in 
some of the variables identified by Ostrom (2009) that can affect sus-
tainability of socioecological systems, for example the focal species. We 
consider a slow-reproducing, large-bodied focal species that represents 
some of the charismatic wildlife groups targeted by tourism (e.g. large 
mammals) and our model will not be representative of tourism targeting 
different groups of species. For example snorkelling and diving 

destinations targeting coral reefs present a set of different challenges 
associated with recreational activities, including pollution, trampling 
and purchase or collection of reef species (Morais, Medeiros, & Santos, 
2018). The focal species targeted by the tourism industry can also in-
fluence the trajectory of the destination’s development and therefore the 
results of the simulations; for example, charismatic species will attract 
more generalist tourists from early stages, while less charismatic 
biodiversity might slow down the progression towards the saturation 
phase by attracting mainly specialist tourists (Hausmann, Slotow, 
Fraser, & Di Minin, 2017). 

An important system component missing from our model is the local 
population, which can have important consequences on and be seriously 
affected by the development of the tourism destination. The values, at-
titudes and behaviours of local communities towards the focal species 
play an important role in the sustainability of the industry. For example 
if the animals are hunted for food or because they are perceived nega-
tively by the local community (Hemson, Maclennan, Mills, Johnson, & 
Macdonald, 2009; Muboko, Gandiwa, Muposhi, & Tarakini, 2016), this 
can create conflicts and can damage the tourism destination either 
through a decline in the abundance of the target species or through 
decreased attractiveness to tourists because of these activities (Higham 
& Lusseau, 2007). The effect of tourism development on the lives of local 
communities is also an important component of the assessment of the 
sustainability of the tourism destination. Local communities can receive 
substantial benefits from the sustainable management of a tourism 
destination, such as poverty alleviation (Ferraro & Hanauer, 2014), 

Fig. 6. Probability of encountering the wildlife. The plots show the probability of encountering the wildlife during a tour for the last 10 years of the simulations. 
Every data point is the value of the probability of encounter in a year for one replicate. Rows are different governance scenarios and columns are different trends in 
tourism demand (� 0.005: decreasing; 0: stable; 0.005: increasing). 
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improved quality of life through development of infrastructure and 
creation of employment opportunities (Li et al., 2018). On the other 
hand, the development of tourism destinations has been known to cause 
displacement of local communities from the destination (Sirima & 
Backman, 2013), damage to rural traditional culture and land-use con-
flicts (Xi et al., 2014). These variables and processes are difficult to 
quantify in empirical systems and therefore challenging to parameterise 
sensibly in a simulation study. Although not explicitly including local 
communities as agents, our individual-based model partially represents 
some of the processes in which local communities influence or are 
affected by the sustainability of a wildlife tourism destination in real 
systems. For example, the tour providers can be part of the local com-
munity and their success, or failure, can be extended to other members 
of the community who are involved in other tourism-related businesses. 
Additionally, local communities could be part of the monitoring and 
enforcement operations in the co-management strategy, as well as being 
involved in the assessment of the wildlife population status. 

Our model also simplifies the behavioural responses of the human 
agents and does not consider the effect of their identity and values on 
their choices. For example, when the tour operators are part of the local 

community, they have a history of using the resource system and pre- 
existent social relationships, including recognised leaders in the com-
munity (Moore & Rodger, 2010). They also tend to have a shared 
knowledge of the resource system and their livelihoods is more depen-
dent on it compared to any outsider (Moore & Rodger, 2010). These 
characteristics tend to lower the probability of defection and the 
perceived costs of self-organisation, leading to positive outcomes for the 
socioecological system (Dimmock, Hawkins, & Tiyce, 2014; Ostrom, 
2009). The existence of shared knowledge and trust among the different 
interest groups is important because it leads to information, for example 
signs of environmental degradation, being recognised by all parties 
involved in the socioecological system as credible, salient and legiti-
mate, which are the essential elements required for translating knowl-
edge into action (Cash et al., 2003). 

Finally, the simulations presented here do not consider the effect of 
externalities on the sustainability of the wildlife tourism system. Major 
drivers of global environmental change, such as agricultural intensifi-
cation, habitat loss and climate change, have the potential to affect the 
sustainability of a wildlife tourism destination. Changes in the landscape 
and in species distributions can cause substantial economic losses to 

Fig. 7. Sustainability of a wildlife tourism destination. Every plot shows the mean profits earned by a tour operator on the x axis and the number of tour operators left 
in business on the y axis. The size of the bubbles indicates the mean effect of the tourism industry on the wildlife. The means are calculated for the last 10 years of the 
simulations and across the replicates. Rows are different governance scenarios and columns are different trends in tourism demand (� 0.005: decreasing; 0: stable; 
0.005: increasing). 
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regional tourism systems, but the impacts of, for example, the loss of a 
target species on a tourism destination will vary among different tourist 
markets (Scott, G€ossling, & Hall, 2012). 

6. Conclusions 

The expectations and preferences of tourists have a strong influence 
on the sustainability of a wildlife tourism destination. The dominating 
tourist phenotype in a destination can influence both the exploitation of 
the environment and the socio-economic success of the industry. We did 
not find a strong effect of governance type on the outcomes of the 
destination, with no governance structure appearing more successful 
than the others in every situation. What we find instead is that the best 
governance structure will depend on the state of the destination. When 
the destination is mainly visited by specialists tourists who demand 
higher standards of wildlife tours, then a simple code of conduct can lead 
to sustainable outcomes, but, as the population of tourists moves to-
wards more generalist wildlife watchers, we find that this governance 
structure can lead to overexploitation of the wildlife. On the other hand, 
a governance structure where the central authority owns the property 
rights over the resource and issues licences to a restricted number of 
users can be successful in sustainably managing a destination dominated 
by generalist visitors, as long as numbers stay stable and do not increase. 
A destination that is undergoing a phase of growth in the number of 
visitors, can only be managed sustainably under a co-management or a 
user group governance regime. However, in both scenarios, the industry 
will not grow very large, with around 10 tour operators left in business 
after 50 years and a modest per capita income. Since a tourism desti-
nation will go through these different stages in its development (Duffus 
& Dearden, 1990), we can conclude that adaptive governance is 
necessary to avoid unsustainable outcomes. 

The modelling approach presented in this study can be useful to 
those involved in the sustainable management of wildlife tourism des-
tinations. The model can be applied to predict the trajectory of specific 
destinations starting from the development phase in which they are 
currently found and inform governance change. Because it is flexible, it 
can easily be parameterised to be adapted to specific real-world systems. 
It is also modular, so each component can be modified according to the 
specific needs and characteristics of the destination. Despite its potential 
to be specific, the model can still be general and therefore able to draw 
conclusions valid across specific contexts. The results from our simula-
tions of a generic wildlife tourism destination point to the importance of 
monitoring of socioecological dynamics as the first take home message 
for all the parties involved in the management of wildlife tourism. 
Because the specific management tools more appropriate to lead to 
sustainable outcomes depend on the stage of development of the desti-
nation, it is important to determine how the destination is progressing 
through its natural life-cycle. Setting up a system of co-production of 
knowledge, where the tour operators collect information about their 
customers’ preferences and about the wildlife would lead to evidence of 
change quickly being translated into action to adapt to this change (Cash 
et al., 2003). Shared knowledge is only the first step for building ca-
pacity for adaptive responses to change. Coordination, negotiation and 
collaboration also need to be enabled across sectors and institutional 
levels, which can be facilitated by building trust and establishing nested 
governance institution (Schultz et al., 2015). Sustainable management 
of the wildlife tourism commons is possible if its governance is flexible 
and prepared to respond timely to the changes brought in by the dy-
namic nature of these socioecological systems. 
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